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Appendix A - Context Analysis

Appendix A - Context
Analysis

A-1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the contextual analysis
undertaken in support of the Meadowbank
Education and Employment Precinct Master Plan.
Initially the objectives of the various stakeholders
were identified, along with the shared drivers and
aspirations for this Precinct, which is currently the
location of a range of significant projects, including
relocated schools and new TAFE education facilities.

The opportunities that are present in this area
directly relate to the constraints, with potential to
improve access across both the railway line and
Victoria Road, possibilities for the creation of a
blue-green link to mitigate flood impact and link the
open spaces within this Precinct, and the adaptive
reuse potential of the heritage elements within the
Sydney Water site.

In analysing the context that the Master Plan will
seek to enhance, mapping was carried out of the:

Appendix A

CONTEXT ANALYSIS

• Landform and topography, including topography,
water courses and trees and vegetation, along
with the possible extent of flooding.
• Access and movement, which considered road
hierarchy, block structure, intersection density,
as well as existing bus, cycle and pedestrian
networks.
• Built form, addressing land use, building heights
and heritage, including the state significant
elements present on the West Ryde Pumping
Station site owned by Sydney Water (Sydney
Water site).
All this information was then distilled into a pair of
maps that identified opportunities and constraints
within the area defined as the 'Core', and across the
wider 'Frame' area.
The constraints that currently impact on the area
include the significant barriers created by both the
railway line and Victoria Road, which constrain
access and movement in both the east-west and the
north-south directions, as well as the topography and
subsequent flooding potential, and the presence of
state significant heritage items, that require careful
consideration as a part of any future development of
this area.

Clockwise from left: Existing Meadowbank Station precinct, existing Sydney
Water Pumping Station building and existing TAFE building
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A-2 The bigger picture
The future development of the Meadowbank
Education and Employment Precinct needs to
consider existing and emerging policies for the area.

Better Placed - An integrated design policy
for the built environment of NSW
'Better Placed' was developed by the NSW
Government Architect in May 2017 to ensure good
Better performance
design outcomes in the built environment and public
domain. The document identifies seven objectives
for creating well-designed places:
Better performance
1. Better fit - contextual, local and of its place:
Every place has distinctive qualities and
Better performance
characteristics which should be retained even with
Better for significant
community
growth, and buildings that resonate with
the local community are more desirable.

Better performance
Better for 2.
community
Better performance - sustainable, adaptable and
durable: New developments should incorporate
Better performance

sustainable systems through efficient use of building

Better for materials,
community
energy and water.
Better for
performance
Better
people

3. Better for community - inclusive, connected

Better performance
diverse: There is a need for diverse uses and
Better forand
community
Better for housing
people types, inclusive economic frameworks and
places for social engagement and recreation.

Better for community

Better for people - safe, comfortable and liveable:
Better for 4.
people
Accessible public spaces for people promote safety,
Better working
for community
Better
well-being and enjoyment.

Better for community
Better for5.people
Better working - functional, efficient and fit for
Better working

purpose: Good design must support long term
Better for usability
people for formal and informal activities.

Better working
6. Better value - creating and adding value:
precincts, spaces and buildings should have
Better value
forUrban
people
Better

These design objectives, identified in the design
policy for the built environment of New South Wales,
serve as design guidelines for future developments
within the study area.
Government Architect NSW also released a draft
green infrastructure policy 'Greener Places' in
October 2017 to promote a healthier, more liveable
and sustainable environment. The principles outlined
in this draft policy have been considered while
developing the MEEP Master Plan.

"Great places and cities don’t happen by
chance: they are designed, and continue
to be designed as we manage the
transformation of our cities".
Better Placed, NSW Government Architect, May 2017

Shepherds Bay Meadowbank Urban Renewal
Shepherds Bay, a former industrial area on the
Meadowbank foreshore, was rezoned in 2003 as a
'Mixed Use Urban Village' by the State Government
(City of Ryde Council, 2015).
In 2013, developer Holdmark gained approval to
construct approximately 2100 dwellings in apartment
buildings, up to 15 storeys high, on multiple sites
south of Constitution Road (NSW Govt, 2016).
Construction of these buildings has been recently
completed. Other high-density developments are at
different stages of construction within the Shepherds
Bay Urban Village.
The relocated schools and revitalised TAFE
Campus, along with supporting open spaces and
access networks, are expected to service this
residential area.

Recently completed apartment buildings at Shepherds Bay

Other relevant projects
The Future Transport Strategy 2056 (Transport for
NSW, 2018) identifies public transport improvements
along Victoria Road as a committed initiative for
the next ten years. This may be accompanied
by upgrades to Victoria Road around West Ryde
Station to accommodate a dedicated bus lane.
Planning the vision for the Precinct also needs
to provide flexibility for future change along the
railway reserve and surrounding road reserves to
accommodate potential new infrastructure.

Figure 1

Greater Sydney committed initiatives as per Future
Transport Strategy 2056 (Transport for NSW, 2018)

Better forlong-term
people returns in terms of financial, social and
environmental value.
Better working
Better value
7. Better look and feel - engaging, inviting and

Better working
attractive: Spaces should be welcoming, engaging
and attractive to the community.
Better value
Better look
working
Better
and feel

Better working
Better value
Better look and feel
Better value
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A-3

Landform and topography

The 'Core' area which is characterised
by the interaction of ridges and valleys
sits within a valley comprising the
Charity Creek watershed, with ridges
to the east and west generally running
towards the Parramatta River.

The Charity Creek valley forms a distinct drainage
line that travels along the green link north east
of Victoria Road (Charity Cascades), cuts across
Victoria Road then flows down Falconer Street
through the employment area, then through
the school site. It is then diverted into a culvert
that travels under the railway line, towards the
Meadowbank Park where it finally discharges into
the Parramatta River.
The transitions from ridges to valleys throughout
the Precinct results in steep topography, especially
where streets are overlaid with no relationship to the
underlying slope gradient.
The railway line is located on a raised embankment,
which bisects the Precinct north to south. This
artificial modification of the topography disrupts the
drainage lines, resulting in the necessity of a piped
culvert through the embankment and increased
upstream flooding risks.

Figure 2

Landform and topography map of the 'Frame' and 'Core'
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Topography of the 'Core'

Water courses of the 'Core'

Trees and vegetation of the core

Located between two ridges that run towards the Parramatta River

Water and its movement through the Core has a significant impact

Some sites (School, TAFE, Sydney Water) have significant trees

Railway Line built on an elevated embankment

Managed via both natural and artificial water courses

The Railway Line embankment is heavily vegetated

'Core' is isolated from immediate area

Drainage from a wide catchment is concentrated through this area

Established street trees along many of the roads

Topography results in steep streets, limited distant views

Railway Line modifies water movement through this area

Many trees are native, although do not appear to be remnant
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Flooding within the 'Core'
Due to the topography and the presence of a large number
of water courses through the Precinct there is significant
water moving towards the Parramatta River. The impacts
of flooding are exacerbated by the raised embankment that
carries the railway line.
Currently water moves across the site and is concentrated
into the drainage gully adjacent to the train line, then flows
through a culvert under this line and is released into the river
after moving through a concrete channel adjacent to the
Meadowbank Park. Significant amounts of water flow across
the site during a rain event, with the catchment being a large
area further to the north.
When a flood event occurs, the culvert under the railway line
reaches capacity and water starts to back up through the
TAFE and school sites, through the employment lands area
and then across Victoria Road.

(Source: Parramatta River Floodplain Risk Management Plan, 2015 )

(Source: Parramatta River Floodplain Risk Management Plan, 2015 )

In a 1 in 100 year flood event, water may reach 2.0+ metres in sections
of the Precinct

In a Probable Maximum Flood level event, flooding is modelled as
creating wide spread impacts

Flooding is contained within the area adjacent to the drainage channel
School and TAFE sites have areas of 100 year flood levels at 1.0 - 2.0m

School and TAFE sites have water levels of 2.0+ metres over much of
the area

Employment lands have 100yr flood levels up to 1.0m

Employment lands have water levels of 2.0+m over much of the area

Existing water channel beneath rail reserve

Existing water channel beside Meadowbank Park
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A-4

Access and movement

Meadowbank and West Ryde Train Stations are
located on the T9 Northern Train Line which
operates between Central Station in Sydney CBD
and Hornsby in the Upper North Shore. Trains from
Meadowbank Station take approximately 26 minutes
to reach Sydney's Central Station. Meadowbank
and West Ryde Station are located approximately
950m apart and much of the area within the 'Frame'
and all of the 'Core' lies within a ten minute walking
catchment of one of these stations.
Victoria Road is a major arterial road running
east-west through the 'Frame' area. Bus services are
as follows:
• Bus numbers 513, 524, M52 run along Victoria
Road and connect via a bus interchange to West
Ryde Train Station. Bus stops are predominantly
located along Victoria Road, Bowden Road and
Constitution Road.
• Bus route M52 is a high frequency service
connecting Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD
along with Bus 524.
• Bus 513 operates between Meadowbank
Wharf and Carlingford while Bus 507 connects
Meadowbank Train Station and Sydney CBD via
Constitution Road, with minimal morning services
westbound.
• There is one night bus that crosses the Precinct
which operates between midnight and 4am
between Hornsby and Sydney Town Hall via
Strathfield.
Large numbers of informal bike routes are found
across the area with one on-road bike lane found
along Adelaide Street connecting to Victoria Road.
A shared off-road bike path is located through
Meadowbank Park which connects to a bike route
along the Parramatta River foreshore, and a major
bike connection south of the Parramatta River links
the area with Rhodes and the Olympic precinct.

Figure 3

Access and movement map of the 'Frame' and 'Core' area
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Road hierarchy within the 'Core'

Block structure within the 'Core'

Intersection density within the 'Core'

Victoria Road is the key arterial road in the area and is located along the
northern boundary of the Precinct 'Core'

A large singular block that includes Sydney Water, rail reserve and
education sites is centralised within the core Precinct

Dense clusters of intersections to the north of the Precinct around West
Ryde Train Station and on the eastern side of Meadowbank Train Station

Bowden Street and Station Street are secondary streets that connect
north south from Victoria Road on both sides of the train line

Varied block sizes that are typically more rectangular (long and thin)

Few connections are found across the long blocks on the western side of
the train line

Predominately 20m wide neighbourhood street road reserves with a
handful of 7-10m wide laneways and a few narrower streets

Blocks on the east of the railway are primarily orientated N/E - S/W

Some permeability on the edge of the employment land but few
connections to and within the education, TAFE and Sydney Water sites
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Bus network within the 'Core'

Cycle network within the 'Core'

Pedestrian network within the 'Core'

Victoria Road has three bus routes, making it the primary bus
access road

On-road cycling routes on Bank Street, west of the station

A through site, pedestrian link is planned within the TAFE site

On-road cycling routes on See Street, Rhodes Street, Squire Street,
Hermitage Road and Bowden Street, east of the station

There are generally pedestrian crossings around Meadowbank and
West Ryde Stations, with refuge crossings elsewhere

A shared off-road bike path extends from Meadowbank Park to Banks
Street

Many streets do not have footpaths, on one or both sides

Bowden Street and Constitution Road have two bus routes, making them
secondary bus access roads
On the western side of the station, there is only a night bus route
Rhodes Street is identified for school buses
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A-5

Built form

The built form within the 'Frame' area is diverse,
with most of the area being one and two storey
single family homes. There are pockets of higher
density multi-unit housing up to six and seven
storeys high, including the Shepherd’s Bay area,
sites to the south of Constitution Road, east of the
train station, and sites along the western side of
Church Street, south of Junction Street. These are
focused adjacent to the riverfront and enjoy the
amenity of the riverfront open spaces.
The south side of Victoria Road has typically three
storey multi-unit residential, which then transitions
heading south to one and two storey residential
development, then changes again to two to three
storey commercial and mixed use development
on the southern side of Constitution Road,
immediately adjacent to the train station. Between
Constitution Road and the river west of the railway
line, there are predominantly three storey walk up
buildings, while to the east of the railway line are
predominantly new residential buildings between
five and eleven storeys.
The north side of Victoria Road has an eight
storey mixed use development west of the
West Ryde Station, then four storey mixed use
developments, transitioning to smaller one and two
storey residential, commercial and retail buildings
travelling east.
Within the 'Core' the built-form primarily comprises
large educational buildings on the TAFE site, and
light industrial development in the areas identified
as employment lands, between Victoria Road
and Rhodes Street. The Sydney Water site is
dominated by a large Pumping Station, with a four
storey office building facing Hermitage Road, along
with a collection of storage and workshop sheds.

Figure 4

Built form map of the 'Frame' and 'Core' area
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Land use within the 'Core'

Building heights within the 'Core'

Heritage within the 'Core'

Within the 'Core', land is predominantly SP1 Special Activities

Building height within the 'Core' is between one and five storeys

Sydney Water site and Ausgrid sites are zoned SP2 Infrastructure

Some buildings on the TAFE site are up to five storeys

The Sydney Water site is identified as being of State Significant
Heritage value

Employment lands are zoned IN1 General Industrial

Sydney Water site has a four storey building fronting Hermitage Road

There are areas of B4 Mixed Use along Victoria Road and south of the
'Core', adjacent to the river

Wider area has heights ranging from single storey to three storey older
unit blocks with modern unit buildings up to eleven storeys

Within the wider area there are heritage listed residential, commercial,
industrial and community facilities
The Thomas (Granville William ) White Monument is located adjacent to
the TAFE site, this fountain was renovated by TAFE students
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A-6

Heritage

Meadowbank in 1943 was predominantly made up of
inter-war and post war residential properties. There
is limited evidence of any large scale industrial uses
which have emerged only within the past 60 years.
An exception is the Sydney Water pump station
which is evident to the north of the Precinct on
Victoria Road.
The open spaces in the area have remained
relatively unchanged indicating the underlying
correlation between the open spaces and drainage/
flood corridors. The Charity Creek Cascades,
ANZAC Park and Meadowbank Park are existing
open spaces that are also evident in the 1943 aerial
photo (to right).
There is noticeably less tree coverage in the region
in 1943, compared to today. This is particularly
evident on the site of the future schools and TAFE
Campus which feature significantly less trees than
the well established, mature trees found alongside
the rail reserve today. The site appears as vacant
open space in 1943 with evidence of throughsite
traffic weaving across the south eastern corner of
the site.
The historic aerial also illustrates the former
Meadowbank Public Baths along the Parramatta
River foreshore which were established in 1895
but closed in 1943 as a result of increasing water
pollution.

Heritage listed items: Engineer's Residence (top), Ryde
Presbyterian Church (middle) and Sydney Water Pumping
Station Building (bottom)

Figure 5

Historic aerial of Meadowbank in 1943 (source: sixmaps.nsw.gov.au)
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A-7

Sydney Water site

Within the State heritage listed Sydney Water site, a
number of items have been identified in the West Ryde
Pumping Station Conservation Management Plan,
published in 2000 as having heritage significance. Items
have been classified as having 'very high significance',
'high significance', 'some significance', 'low significance'
and 'no significance'.
The adjoining figure is a simplified diagram which
identifies, by number, key items within the site. Items
of 'very high significance' and 'high significance' are
clustered towards the north of the site and include
the Surge Tank/ Reservoir and an octagonal valve
building located in the north western corner of the site
(1). The largest of the structures is the No.2 Pumping
Station Building including the Boiler House, Coal Staith
(overhead rail bridge), the Mobbs Hill Extension, the Main
Workshop and Historic Pumps (6). There are also several
groups of trees identified as significant, mainly located in
the area surrounding the Pumping Station No.2 Building
(30,31) and to the north east of the site (32).
Items identified as of 'some significance' are located
throughout the site and include the Scientific Services
Laboratory (8), Locomotive Shed (10), the Ash Slurry
Tank Building (7), the Efficiency Engineers Office (2), the
former site of Pumping Station No.1 (11) and a cluster of
trees located west of Pumping Station No.2 (33). Items
identified of 'low significance' and 'no significance' are
generally located between the Pumping Station No.2
Building (6) and Hermitage Road.
The adjoining figure explains items within the site but
it is only is a simplified diagram as the Conservation
Management Plan has some inconsistencies in the
classification of items in the maps, tables and the
Appendix. Additional independent heritage investigation,
review and recommendations on future adaptation
opportunities and uses would be required before
proceeding with development.
Figure 6

Significant elements within Sydney Water site.
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Appendix B - Ten
Preliminary Ideas

B-1

Movement and Place framework

To help explain the concepts and ideas in the MEEP
Master Plan ten preliminary ideas were developed.
Five ideas were focused around 'movement' and
five ideas were focused around strengthening the
qualities of the 'place'.

The five 'place' ideas included establishing a blue
/ green link through the Precinct, upgrading station
areas, enhancing employment lands, increasing
green infrastructure and creating more enlivened and
attractive places.

The five 'movement' ideas included actions to
improve pedestrian, bicycle, public transport and
vehicular access and provide new and upgraded
connections throughout the Precinct.

This chapter records the detailed ideas that were
developed in the MEEP Preliminary Master Plan.
These ideas have since been refined into the nine
Key Projects located in the Master Plan.

Appendix B

ten preliminary ideas

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

P4

P5

MOVEMENT

+

P1

P2

P3

MASTER PLAN
PLACE
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Appendix B - Ten Preliminary Ideas

M1

Improved regional pedestrian and cycle access

Improving access to the Precinct and across the Precinct
will play an important role in connecting this area to its wider
context. Prioritising pedestrian access is an important first step
in encouraging the local community to embrace active transport
modes and reconsider the need to drive private vehicles.
This will involve a series of actions, some of which are simple
and involve new or widened footpaths and safe places for
pedestrians to cross, while others are more complex and rely on
new infrastructure that cuts across the existing barriers.
High quality regional and local cycling routes, especially those
that are separated from vehicles, promote journeys by bicycle
to education, retail, employment, train stations and wharfs.
City of Ryde Council has identified a desire for a new northsouth pedestrian / cycle route parallel to the railway line. This
route could connect to the schools and the TAFE, and link into
regional routes along the Parramatta River and across the
Parramatta River to Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park.

Figure 7

Key Idea M1: Improved regional pedestrian and cycle access
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Appendix B - Ten Preliminary Ideas

M1

Improved regional pedestrian and cycle access

F
D

G

Possible actions to improve regional pedestrian and cycle access

A

A

H

K

• A pedestrian / cycle connection across Victoria Road at Mellor Street
• Pedestrian intersection upgrade at Macpherson Street / Mellor Street and Rhodes
Street / Mellor Street

E

Opportunity to upgrade pedestrian / cycle link from See Street TAFE entrance to
the east through the current Meadowbank Public School site (after the school has
relocated) and across Church Street. This would also involve:

B

B
C

Improved pedestrian crossing
Key Idea M1: Improved regional pedestrian and cycle access

• Traffic calming to encourage slow speed environment along Thorn Street and
Stone Street
• Pedestrian intersection upgrade at See Street / Stone Street

J

Figure 8

Opportunity to upgrade pedestrian / cycle link from Linton Avenue and Mellor Street
to the schools and TAFE by providing:

• Pedestrian intersection upgrade at Stone Street / Bowden Street

C

Opportunity for a slow speed, shared pedestrian / cycle / vehicular road as either
a traffic calmed street (40km/h) or shared street (10km/hr) along Angas Street and
down to the ferry wharf.

D

New pedestrian / cycle route across Victoria Road linking to West Ryde Station with
an exit at Hermitage Road.

E

Opportunity for a pedestrian / cycle link through the TAFE site connecting
Meadowbank Station to the main entry for the schools and the new TAFE MultiTrades Hub and linking to the proposed new east-west connection (see M3).
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M1

Improved regional pedestrian and cycle access

F
D

G

Possible actions to improve regional pedestrian and cycle access

A

F
H

K

Opportunity for a new pedestrian / cycle connection across Victoria Road from West
Ryde Station to the Sydney Water site. The connection across Victoria Road would
need to be undertaken in collaboration with Transport for NSW.
If a new footpath is provided along the south of Victoria Road (as per M2), access
could be provided from Victoria Road to this new north south connection.

E
B

G
C

J

An activation strategy would be needed to provide access to and surveillance of
new pedestrian / cycle route. The route and activation would need to consider the
State Heritage listing of the site.

H

Opportunity for a new partially elevated pedestrian / cycle route along the railway
embankment adjoining the schools and TAFE linking to proposed new pedestrian
connection across railway line.

J

Opportunity for a new pedestrian / cycle route linking up existing routes along the
Parramatta River and across Parramatta River on the John Witten Bridge.

Improved pedestrian crossing
Figure 23 Key Idea M1: Improved regional pedestrian and cycle access

Opportunity for a new pedestrian / cycle route within the Sydney Water site.
The connection across the Sydney Water site would need to be undertaken in
collaboration with Sydney Water.

K

Opportunity for a new pedestrian and cycle route from Meadowbank Park to the
TAFE and the new school entries. The route could potentially follow Charity Creek
and use the new railway crossing (See M3). This would also involve:
• Pedestrian intersection upgrade across Bank Street
• Pedestrian intersection upgrade across Constitution Road W/ Station Street
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Appendix B - Ten Preliminary Ideas

M2

Enhanced local pedestrian experience

A more walkable pedestrian-friendly environment can be created
by improving the local pedestrian network. This is likely to
include actions that increase the landscape and amenity of the
area and encourage slower speed traffic with features such
as landscaped kerb extensions, footpaths, medians, upgraded
pedestrian crossings and additional safe crossings at key nodes.
Ideally, where possible, this would involve pedestrian crossings
that are raised to provide more direct pedestrian access and to
encourage slower traffic speeds.

"Walkable streets that provide direct accessible
and safe pedestrian and cycling connections from
homes to schools, daily needs and recreation
facilities can encourage greater physical activity
and social connection".
North District Plan, Greater Sydney Commission, March 2018

Figure 23 Key Idea M2: Enhanced local pedestrian experience
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Appendix B - Ten Preliminary Ideas

M2

Enhanced local pedestrian experience
Possible actions to improve local pedestrian experience

A

Opportunity for a new footpath along the south side of Victoria Road and along the
western side of Hermitage Road. The pedestrian footpath along the southern side of
Victoria Road would need to be undertaken in collaboration with TfNSW.

B

Opportunity for a new footpath on the eastern side of Bank Street. This could link to
the new railway crossing (See M3) and new bus stop (See M4).
Opportunity for improved pedestrian / cycle access along Railway Road. This could
also involve:

A
C

• Traffic calming to encourage slow speed environment along Railway Road
• Pedestrian intersection upgrade at Railway Road / Bank Street

E

• New pedestrian footpath on northern side of the Bank Street bridge

B
D

Opportunity for improved pedestrian / cycle access along the highly trafficked
Constitution Road. This would involve:
• Landscape improvements and widening of footpath (where possible)
• Intersection upgrade at Constitution Road / Bowden Street

D
C

E

Opportunity for improved pedestrian access on the western side of the railway line.
This would involve:
• New pedestrian footpath on the south-western side of Station Street
• New pedestrian footpath on the south-eastern side of Maxim Street

Improved pedestrian crossing
Figure 9

Key Idea M2: Enhanced local pedestrian experience
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Appendix B - Ten Preliminary Ideas

M3

New East-west active transport connection

The T9 Northern Railway Line bisects the eastern and western
areas of the Precinct along a north south alignment. The railway
line is elevated where it crosses the Parramatta River, partly
in cutting around Meadowbank Station, on an embankment
over Charity Creek and adjoining the TAFE site, and in cutting
adjoining the Sydney Water Site. Within the Precinct, east-west
pedestrian access across the railway line is currently only possible
in four locations: alongside the Parramatta River; at Meadowbank
Station; at Bank Street near Meadowbank Station; and at Victoria
Road near West Ryde Station. Of these, only two locations are
suitable for cylists: alongside Parramatta River and at Victoria
Road. The crossing points at Meadowbank Station and West
Ryde Station are over a kilometre apart.
This Preliminary Idea involves exploring the opportunity for a new
pedestrian and bicycle connection across the railway line, near
Meadowbank Station, linking the schools and TAFE sites to the
area west of the railway line. A number of different options are
being explored to provide this east-west connection, including an
underpass option.

Figure 11 Key Idea M3: New east-west active transport connection

Figure 10 East-west section through the railway reserve cutting through Bank Street and the TAFE site

View of Bank Street looking south towards Meadowbank Station

The Railway line is a barrier for E-W pedestrian and
vehicular access
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Appendix B - Ten Preliminary Ideas

M4

New westside bus stop

Key to a mode shift from private vehicles to public transport is the
provision of services that provide direct links to key destinations
such as education facilities and train stations. Currently, the only
bus service to the west of the railway line is a night bus, making
trips to the station reliant on journeys by car.
This Preliminary Idea involves exploring the opportunity for a new
bus stop near Meadowbank Station, which would improve access
by public transport to Meadowbank Station, the schools and TAFE
site from areas west of the railway line. This is likely to involve a
redesign of Bank Street in front of the Ausgrid site. Options are
also being explored to provide an east-west connection across the
railway line near this bus stop (see M3).

Possible actions required for new westside bus stop

A

Opportunity for a new bus stop on Bank Street close to Meadowbank Station.
This could be undertaken with the new railway crossing (See M3) and the
pedestrian upgrades of Bank Street (see M2). To be part of an integrated
solution, this action would also need to consider the following:
• Identification of a bus route connecting to areas to the west.
• Investigate opportunity for a bus turn-around on Bank Street near
Meadowbank Station.
• Passive surveillance and adequate lighting in the area around the bus stop.

"Planning for infrastructure considers infrastructure
in terms of its function (...) and supporting
infrastructure such as local bus services that meet
demand in growing communities".
North District Plan, Greater Sydney Commission, March 2018

A

Figure 12 Key Idea M4: New bus stop
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M5

Improved traffic management
The Precinct experiences high volumes of traffic
movement with particular pressure at peak hours as
well as on Saturdays. This is not dissimilar to many
inner city locations. However, Meadowbank has
undergone significant urban renewal in recent years
and the “boundaries” of Victoria Road, Church Street,
Parramatta River and the railway corridor create
special challenges for the management of traffic.

A

This key idea identifies the pressure points within the
Precinct and the further investigations that should
occur to address existing major hot spots and the
through traffic permeating the Precinct.

Possible actions required for improved traffic management

B

C

A

Investigate road widening along Victoria Road including the carriageway below the
railway bridge at West Ryde.

B

Investigate upgrades to intersections at Bowden Street / Victoria Road, Bowden
Street / Constitution Road and Bowden / Thorn Street.

C

Investigate measures to reduce the attractiveness of “rat runs” through the Precinct
for traffic that does not have a destination within the Precinct including use of
Constitution Road and Bowden Street.

Improved intersection
Figure 13 Key Idea M5: Improved traffic management
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P1

Blue / green link

The green grid of Sydney follows the watercourses and creeks which
have traditionally been areas of less development since they are
vulnerable to flooding. Charity Creek is the original watercourse that
flowed through this Precinct. As the area developed, parts of this
creekline to the north of Victoria Road have become open space
(Charity Creek Cascades). Within the industrial areas, and the
schools and TAFE site, the creek has been piped before becoming an
open channel to the west of the railway line and across Meadowbank
Park.
This Preliminary Idea involves exploring the opportunity to increase
the recognition of this creek line as an integral part of the Precinct's
blue grid and strengthening the image and identity of the local area.

"Recognise the value of existing landscape performance
via improved connectivity, stormwater management, flood
mitigation, biodiversity, and environmental quality".
Greener Places (draft), NSW Government Architects October 2017

Figure 14 Key Idea P1: Blue / green link
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P1

Blue / green link
Possible actions required for blue / green link
Opportunity to connect the 'Charity Creek Cascades' park to Meadowbank Park via
an expanded blue / green link along the local valley floor. This would also involve:

A

A

B

Opportunity to explore flood mitigation through increased open space, reduced
overland flows and increased stormwater harvesting through the employment lands.

C

Opportunity to recognise, celebrate and, where possible naturalise the Charity Creek
drainage corridor across the schools and TAFE sites.

D

Opportunity to expand and, if possible naturalise the Charity Creek drainage corridor
into the Ausgrid site.

E

Opportunity to expand and, if possible naturalise more of the Charity Creek drainage
corridor in Meadowbank Park.

B

C

• Exploring the opportunity to extend the open space to 899- 903 Victoria Road
(currently an Avis Car Rental site). This opportunity is also shown in the Structure
Plan for West Ryde Town Centre (Source: City of Ryde, 2019)

D
E

Figure 15 Key Idea P1: Blue / green link
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P2

Upgraded station precincts

Improving the areas around Meadowbank and West Ryde Station
will not only increase public transport usage to and from the Precinct,
but also provide social opportunities and activation of the education
and employment areas. This Preliminary Idea involves exploring the
opportunities to provide safer, more accessible and attractive areas
around the stations with the retention of heritage fabric, improved
retail opportunities, upgraded streetscapes and a slower speed,
pedestrian priority environment.

"Mixed-use neighbourhoods close to centres and public
transport improve the opportunity for people to walk and
cycle to schools, local shops and services. Enhancing
the safety, convenience and accessibility of walking
and cycling trips has many benefits including healthier
people, more successful businesses and centres and
reduced traffic congestion".
Greater Sydney Region Plan, Greater Sydney Commission, March 2018

Figure 16 Key Idea P2: Upgraded station precincts
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P2

Upgraded station precincts
Possible actions required for upgraded station precincts

A

A

Opportunity to improve the streetscape quality, activation and connectivity around
West Ryde Station and create a new north-south pedestrian / cycle link within the
Precinct across Victoria Road (See M1). Collaboration with Transport for NSW
required to align project timeline with upgrade of Victoria Road.
Explore opportunities for improved wayfinding and signage to enhance the
pedestrian experience towards the schools and TAFE.
Opportunity to improve the public domain around Meadowbank Station by creating
a slow-speed zone along Railway Road with new pedestrian crossings, increase
landscape treatments, especially at intersections (i.e. via kerb blisters), additional
street tree planting, new street furniture, lighting, public art and increased bicycle
parking.

B

B

Figure 17 Key Idea P2: Upgraded station precincts

Opportunity for retention and celebration of heritage features, upgrades to the plaza
and improved wayfinding signage to enhance the local village character.
Opportunity to enhance the amenity and retail offer at the local retail and services
village adjoining Meadowbank Station and along Railway Road. This would require
collaboration with multiple landowners and would provide an opportunity to allow
some redevelopment potential to support upgrade of the building stock.
Opportunity to introduce additional jobs within the emerging mixed-use area around
the Meadowbank Station.

View of existing retail facilities along Railway Road near Meadowbank Station
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P3

Enhanced employment lands

To the north of the proposed schools is an area currently zoned
IN2 Light Industrial, that provides traditional industries such as car
repairs and storage facilities. There are also specialist businesses
like marine upholsterers, art supplies, pool equipment suppliers and
chemical manufacturers. These serve an important local and District
function and will be encouraged to remain as part of a future mix of
employment uses.
While retaining and managing industrial lands and urban services
needs to be in accordance with the principles set out in the North
District Plan, changes in technology may result in more complex
employment lands and, in some cases, creative and tech industries.
This Preliminary Idea explores the opportunity to strengthen the
employment lands and the adjoining Sydney Water site as a business
and innovation precinct with increased development and some retail
and community uses to support employment uses and contribute to
the activation of the area. There is also the opportunity to introduce
additional jobs within the emerging mixed-use area around the
Meadowbank Station.

"The transition from traditional
industrial to advanced
manufacturing and innovation
industries will further boost
productivity for the District and
Greater Sydney. With the North
District having the least amount
of industrial and urban services
land to accommodate these
activities, it is critical to maintain
this land and provide important
services and jobs for the District".
North District Plan, Greater Sydney
Commission, March 2018

There is a valuable opportunity for TAFE employment and career
pathways to support apprenticeships and traineeships in adjoining
employment zones and the area around Meadowbank Station with
courses linked to trade, tech and non-tech industries.

Figure 18 Key Idea P3: Enhanced employment lands
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Enhanced employment lands
1

State Listed Heritage site

2

Community Uses & open space

3

Pedestrian / cycle link

Opportunity to prepare a Structure Plan that identifies future development
on the employment lands and Sydney Water site in coordination with the
TAFE. This would require collaboration with multiple land owners and
would provide an opportunity to:

4

Blue / green link

5

Creative industries

6

Potential upgrade of Victoria Road as per LEP

• Maximize visual, physical and virtual interactions between the
employment lands and TAFE.

7

Food & beverage

8

Investigate opportunity for pedestrian connection

9

Existing laneway

Possible actions required for enhanced employment lands

• Improve the opportunity of the area to support employment uses and,
while this excludes residential uses, changes to floor space ratio (FSR)
and building heights, additional employment uses and some local retail
uses may be possible.
• Create a higher employment intensity.

Surge Tank

Engineers Residence

Pumping Station

2

1

• Support local business development linked to TAFE digital, trade and
other courses.

New Sydney Water Facility and Business Park

11

Investigate opportunity for community hub

6

• Support retention of valuable specialist businesses and services in the
Meadowbank retail centre and industrial zone.
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P4

Increased green infrastructure

Green infrastructure includes green open spaces, tree canopy and
natural systems that support sustainable communities and provide a cool
and pleasant environment for walking, cycling and social interaction.
This Idea explores the opportunity to 'green' the area with new street
trees along key pedestrian routes, new open spaces at the current
Meadowbank Public School and the Sydney Water site, and upgrading
of the existing open spaces so that they provide increased amenity for
the local community. The figure below indicates the proposed locations to
increase the green aspects of the local area.

"Great places focus on the public realm and open
spaces that attract residents, workers, visitors,
enterprise and investment. They recognise and
celebrate the local character of the place and its people,
and include the green infrastructure that supports the
sustainability of the region and people’s wellbeing".
Greater Sydney Region Plan, Greater Sydney Commission, March 2018

Figure 21 Key Idea P4: Increased green infrastructure
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P4

Increased green infrastructure
Possible actions required for increased green infrastructure

A

A

Opportunity for a new public open space at the Sydney Water site that would
connect to the potential future pedestrian and cycle connection across Victoria Road
(See M1). This would be subject to heritage assessment of the state significant
items on this site.

B

Opportunity for a new public open space at the current Meadowbank Public School,
once students have relocated to the new school site.

C

Opportunity to improve the street environment at Stone Street by planting new street
trees and creating a slow-speed pedestrian friendly environment with a possible
shared pedestrian and vehicular zone.

D

Opportunity to improve the street environment at Bowden Street between Victoria
Road and Macpherson Street by planting new street trees on both sides of the road.

E

Opportunity to improve the street environment within the employment lands by
planting new street trees along Hermitage Road, Falconer Street and Mellor Street
along with new green spaces connecting to the 'Charity Creek Cascades' (see P1).

F

Opportunity to improve the street environment on the western side of the railway line
along Station Street, Union Street and Maxim Street.

E

F
D
C

B

Figure 22 Key Idea P4: Increased green infrastructure
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P5

Engaging places

Great places that are well-designed, attractive and accessible,
help to bring the community together and create a sense of
place. This Idea highlights opportunities for encouraging social
interaction and activation within the Precinct through new public
art, new public plazas, 'living streets' on key pedestrian routes,
and a new public space on the Sydney Water site that celebrates
the history of the site while providing retail activation.

"When services and infrastructure like schools,
health, recreation, arts and sports are co-located
at the heart of a neighbourhood designed
for walking and cycling, they provide better
opportunities for people to meet and develop
strong ties. This can support people to be more
active and socially connected and improve mental
and physical health outcomes."
Greater Sydney Region Plan, Greater Sydney Commission, March 2018

Figure 23 Key Idea P5: Engaging places
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P5

Engaging places
Possible actions required for engaging places

B

F

D

C

A

Opportunity to create a series of plazas and open spaces within the TAFE site along
the new pedestrian and cycle route that serve as pedestrian 'pause points' and
encourage social interaction.

B

Opportunity for a new local 'destination' at the end of the new N-S pedestrian / cycle
connection (see M1) with a potential for retail activation similar to the Grounds of
Alexandria.

C

Opportunity for an upgraded active street edge along Bank Street with potential for
increased retail uses to serve new bus stop (See M4) and new east-west pedestrian
/ cycle connection (See M3).

D

Opportunity to create a 'gateway' to Meadowbank Park by improving the pedestrian
environment through raised pedestrian crossings at the roundabout, new street
furniture and installation of public art which would link into the naturalisation of
Charity Creek (See P1).

E

Opportunity to create 'Living Streets' or shared pedestrian and vehicular streets with
slow speed limits (10km/hr), wide verges and improved street lighting. This would
encourage active transport use, create a safer environment especially for children
and encourage engagement within the community.

F

Opportunity for activation within the employment lands by creating new retail and
commercial spaces along with street upgrades, tree planting and public open space.

G

Opportunity for new community uses along with a public open space at the current
Meadowbank Public School, once students have relocated to the new school site.

A
E
E

G

Figure 24 Key Idea P5: Engaging places
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Preliminary
Master Plan
B-2 Meadowbank Education and Employment Precinct
Preliminary Master Plan
The ideas outlined in the Preliminary Master Plan
included potential projects that would be subject
to further investigation and funding decisions. The
Greater Sydney Commission sought feedback from
the community, businesses, landowners and other
stakeholders about the preliminary ideas shown in this
plan in order to develop the final Master Plan.

Support walking to school by investigating
opportunities for pedestrian safety upgrades such as
footpath widening, improved intersections, reduced
speed limits and/or shared zones
Improve pedestrian access around the stations, the
employment lands, schools and TAFE
Explore opportunities for a shared pedestrian and
cyclist route along the railway line with links to the
stations, schools, TAFE and the existing cycle network
Explore opportunities for enhanced connectivity
through pedestrian and cyclist connections across the
railway line and Victoria Road
Investigate opportunities for revitalisation and/ or
community spaces within heritage listed sites to
strengthen the sense of place and local amenity
Support intensification of employment land as a
significant asset for local jobs
Consider the possibility of a bus service route and bus
stop to the west of Meadowbank Station
Investigate public realm improvements through tree
planting, new open spaces and/or greening initiatives
Investigate potential to reduce the risk of flooding by
creating a blue link along the natural drainage corridor

NORTH

Figure 25 Meadowbank Education and Employment Precinct Preliminary Master Plan Diagram
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Appendix C - Community
Engagement

C-1 Summary
Introduction

Appendix C

Community Engagement

To enable the Meadowbank Education and
Employment Precinct Preliminary Master Plan to
be developed into a finalised Master Plan, it was
important to get community feedback and consensus
on the various components presented in the
Preliminary Master Plan Report. The Preliminary
Plan was open for consultation from 24 October
to 20 November 2019. Feedback was gathered
using Social Pinpoint (an online map-based
consultation), Survey Monkey (an online survey),
email submissions and consultation sessions.
Participants were asked about their thoughts on
the ten preliminary ideas, if they agreed with the
ideas, and to provide any other ideas they might
have for improvements to create a more integrated,
accessible and liveable precinct.

Community Engagement Objectives
The key objectives for the community engagement
for the Preliminary Master Plan were to involve
the community in determining the future of the
Precinct; provide information about the planning
process in suitable formats for non-technical experts
to understand the ideas; to get unique insider
perspective from local experts on the Precinct; its
assets, strengths and weaknesses; to encourage
participants to generate ideas that while being
inspirational, are realistic and achievable; and to
generate excitement about the project and achieve
stakeholder alignment and consensus.

Stakeholders & Feedback
The consultation was open to all including, but
not limited to, the local community, businesses,
landowners, the TAFE community, the schools
community, and any other stakeholders interested in
contributing to the process.
A number of the comments received were
focussed on improving local access, active &
public transport, heritage, local character and
pedestrian improvements. Most of the participants
expressed concerns over existing lack of
transport infrastructure, issues with existing
streets and pedestrian access, and concerns over
accommodating the needs of new students, visitors
and the current local residents. The comments also
included ideas for improving access, connectivity
and safety within the precinct.
This chapter summarises the comments and ideas
received during the consultation.
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C-2 Community engagment and the 'Key Projects'
The recommendations from the community and stakeholder engagement for the MEEP Preliminary Master Plan that have been included in the Key Projects are as follows:
Comments from the community included in the Master
Plan report
Closing Forsyth St at Victoria Rd to prevent it being used as a 'rat
run' for Victoria Rd traffic

Key Project where relevant comments
have been included
Living Streets

Comments from the community included in the Master
Plan report

Key Project where relevant comments
have been included

Consider traffic solutions to the Bank St and Day St roundabout as it
is currently unsafe for cyclists

Traffic Management

Elevated pedestrian bridge over Victoria Rd as a continuation of the
North / South cycleway

Enhanced Connectivity

Consider road widening for Bank St Bridge over the railway as it is
very narrow and has poor visibility

Traffic Management

Improved drop-off and access to west side of Meadowbank Station

Enhanced Connectivity

Create a precinct-wide assessment of safe crossing facilities
undertaken for both pedestrians and cyclists

Traffic Management

Consider adding a bus stop near the Ausgrid site

Enhanced Connectivity

Consider pedestrian crossing along Constitution Rd across the See
St intersection

Traffic Management

Consider alternate routes for buses to relieve overloaded Bowden
St

Enhanced connectivity

The cycleway is best located along the railway line, with future links
to other stations

North / South Shared Pathway

The precinct needs more buses with carefully planned new bus
routes; existing buses not adequate

Enhanced connectivity

Reconfiguration of the proposed pedestrian crossing on the Rhodes
St bend

Gateways into Education areas

The footpath along Constitution Rd is too narrow; it needs widening

Pedestrian Improvements

Include open spaces catering to young families

Green Infrastructure

Provide additional pedestrian refuge to improve pedestrian access
in the Precinct

Pedestrian Improvements

The threshold treatment between the public domain and external
school grounds should facilitate community use

Green Infrastructure

Ensure tree species suit existing narrow corridors & safety
considerations

Pedestrian Improvements

Station Centres

Mature trees need to be protected, and more trees need to be
planted to replace ones that need to be removed

Consider a pedestrian bridge west of Meadowbank Station to
replace pedestrian crossing as it leads to backed-up traffic during
peak hours

Pedestrian Improvements

Add mixed-use development to Meadowbank Station area

Station Centres

Identify a list of key infrastructure works that needs to be completed
prior to the opening of the schools.

Pedestrian Improvements

Station Centres

In the event of road widening maintain a pedestrian path along the
northern side of Victoria Rd and consider a path on the southern
side

Improve retail and dining experience around the Meadowbank
Station

Traffic Management

Provide more detail for the community hub at water pumping station
site

Sydney Water & Employment Lands

Replace the Bowden St / Constitution Rd roundabout with traffic
lights as it is dangerous for pedestrians and motorists

Traffic Management

Conversion of existing car-yards into commercial and high-tech
industrial uses to complement TAFE

Sydney Water & Employment Lands

Improve pedestrian access across Bowden St

Traffic Management

Re-purpose heritage items on Sydney Water site for community use

Sydney Water & Employment Lands

Consider traffic solutions for the Bowden St / MacPherson St
intersection as it is dangerous for pedestrians

Traffic Management

Provide more detail regarding capacity and infrastructure for catalyst
sites and employment opportunities

Sydney Water & Employment Lands

Bank St and the road infrastructure on the west side of
Meadowbank Station need significant improvements to cater to
increased traffic

Traffic Management

Provide detail on addressing local character and heritage

Sydney Water & Employment Lands
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C-3 Social Pinpoint
The Meadowbank Education and Employment
Precinct Preliminary Master Plan exhibited on
Social Pinpoint received 26 pins (comments) in all.
Following is a summary of the comments received.
Build cycle / pedestrian bridge over Victoria Rd,
connecting Parramatta River to West Ryde Station.
Consider a pedestrian bridge across Victoria Rd at
Hermitage Rd intersection, as it is very dangerous for
pedestrians and regularly used by school students.
In any widening for Victoria Rd, maintain a shared
path along northern side of Victoria Rd.
Please consult the Ryde Bicycle Strategy and Master
Plan when developing active transport access
through the precinct.
New schools require safe and marked bicycle routes
for at least 3km in every direction - this needs to be
taken into consideration.
Consider replacing Bowden St / Constitution Rd
roundabout with traffic lights as it is dangerous for
pedestrians & motorists. It has heavy vehicle traffic,
poor visibility and increasing number of pedestrians.
Consider traffic solutions for the roundabout at
Bowden St near McPherson St, as is dangerous for
pedestrians; mainly school kids & daycare runs.
Replace pedestrian crossing on west side of
Meadowbank Station with an overhead bridge to
Bank St, as it halts traffic causing long queues.
Bank St and the road infrastructure on west side of
Meadowbank Station need significant improvements
if it were to deal with heavy traffic.
The cycle / pedestrian link along rail line should be
on railway land along the corridor and connect to
John Widdon Bridge path.
The Bank St bridge across the rail tracks needs
improvements - it is very narrow with poor visibility.
The roundabout at Bay Dr and Underdale Ln is
dangerous for cyclists, especially at peak hour.
The footpath along Constitution Rd between Angas St
and Bowden Rd is too narrow; needs widening.

26 pins drops
Angas St bridge across Constitution Rd needs
widening to accommodate pedestrians and improved
connection to schools and TAFE.
Closing Forsyth St at Victoria Rd is a good idea as
Forsyth St has become a 'rat run' for vehicles looking
to avoid the Victoria Rd traffic.
Pedestrian crossing is needed along Constitution Rd
across See St as increasing number of pedestrians
use it, and it is a dangerous intersection to cross
(given the large number of semi-heavy vehicles on it).
Consider alternate routes and roundabouts for buses
to relieve the overloaded Bowden St.
The new school could consider a bus roundabout at
the intersection of Hermitage Rd & Rhodes St, so
school buses could use Hermitage Rd to enter & exit
Given the large number of trees that will be removed
for the development, at least as many or more trees
need to be planted in the area.
Ann Thorn Park on Constitution Rd needs to be
recorded on the Master Plan as needing upgrades,
as it can be a valuable asset to the community.
Old Meadowbank Public School site should be
developed as an open space while possibly retaining
some school buildings to be reused and thus prevent
high-rise residential on the site.
Conversion of the existing car yards and warehouses
into high tech industries and commercial offices to
complement the new TAFE.
Forsyth St has a number buildings with heritage
listings, including the church at the corner of Forsyth
St and McPherson St, which need to be added on to
the master plan.
Consider relocating Ausgrid and building a bus
terminus with mixed-use development over it.
Consider mixed-use development over Meadowbank
Station - to truly capitalise on the development
potential of the area.
Improve retail and dining experience around the
Meadowbank Station, as it is currently underutilized.
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C-4 Survey Monkey
A total of 21 surveys were submitted by participants in
response to the Preliminary Master Plan. Most of the
participants either live or work locally (Meadowbank,
Ryde, West Ryde, East Ryde, Denistone East and
Rhodes), and a few participants have kids who attend
Meadowbank Public School and Marsden High
School.
Of the ten ideas presented in the exhibition, the ideas
that were most supported by the participants were:
• M5. Improved traffic management (6 votes)
• M1. Improved regional pedestrian access (5 votes)
• M2. Enhanced local pedestrian experience (2
votes)
• P2. Upgraded station precincts (2 votes)
• P3. Enhanced employment lands (1 vote)
• P4. Increased green infrastructure (1 vote)
Following is a summary of the comments received.

Ideas & Concerns for the Precinct

Would love for new retail and commercial spaces
where the old businesses currently are around
Rhodes St.

An additional access point from Victoria Rd into
the precinct should be considered allowing buses
to travel via Hermitage Rd / Bunbie Ln.

Detailing ways to invigorate Meadowbank station
(with dining etc.) are essential.

Consider adding a pedestrian bridge to address
the impact of pedestrians on traffic flow at Bank St.

The opportunity to improve pedestrian access
across Bowden St is critical. There are very
few places pedestrians can cross this safely,
particularly around the roundabouts.

Need signalised intersection at Bowden St /
Constitution Rd as it is dangerous for pedestrians.

Parking within the precinct for the projected
visitors and residents needs careful planning &
consideration.

The cycleway / shared path is best located
adjacent to the railway line and should be
continued to Denistone and Eastwood stations.

Consider adding more community spaces e.g.
pumping station sympathising heritage retention, to
cater to the large concentration of young families.

Consider elevated cycle crossing of Victoria Rd
adjacent to the Sydney Water site in addition to
street level cycle access along Victoria Rd.

Provide more open space in the Master Plan for
the students who are increasingly living in units
with already limited space.

Improved drop off and access on the west side
of Meadowbank Station is essential, given the
massive development at Melrose Park.

Provide more information around community hub
on the water pumping station land and public
access to open spaces in TAFE.

Improved local access needs more focus as
primary school children do not use trains and the
local streets are already at breaking point.

Ensure tree species suit the existing narrow
corridors and safety considerations.

Forsyth St is currently used as a 'rat run' and
further investigation is needed to resolve the issue
(as stated under M5-C), as it currently experiences
large volumes of day and night traffic from cars
looking to avoid the Church St / Victoria Rd
Intersection.
Support the closing off of Forsyth St at Victoria Rd.
Incorporate recommendations from Ryde Bicycle
Strategy and Master Plan.
The lack of footpath on the south side of Victoria
Rd is a significant oversight.

Interim access routes for students and staff who
will occupy the new education precinct are unclear.

Mature trees need to be protected or they will be
destroyed to make way for additional buildings.

The precinct does not currently have adequate
public transport options; need more buses.

Heritage items to be included on the map - Forsyth
St on the See St side and the church on the corner
of McPherson St and Forsyth St.

Build a smaller facility at Meadowbank that can be
serviced by the infrastructure.

Heritage items, such as the Sydney Water site,
could be repurposed for retail uses.
It is aspirational to have catalyst sites and
opportunities for employment, but there need to be
more detailed components in the masterplan that
address capacity and infrastructure.

I think the draft
Masterplan adequately
addresses this (votes)

I believe more can
be done (votes)

Improved access to and across the Precinct

6

10

2

Prioritisation of active transport (walking and
cycling) and public transport within the Precinct

6

9

1

Bowden St and Constitution Rd are not equipped
to handle the current traffic demands.

Strengthening and creation of places which provide
a focus for community life within the Precinct

8

9

0

Enhancement and expansion of open and
recreational spaces, increased tree canopy and
identification of opportunities to improve natural
drainage and water management

9

4

3

The existing narrow local streets cannot cope with
the additional traffic (buses, mums in 4WD) that
will accompany this development.

Identification of catalyst sites and unlocking
of future development opportunities for local
employment and increase synergies with education
and employment

8

7

2

The Master Plan has inadequately estimated
parking, by trying to drive people on transport links
which are already over-stretched, and impractical
for teachers and people studying in the evening.

Celebration of and bringing life to the heritage and
local character of the Precinct and opportunities for
community and engagement

7

8

1

This area is congested now, and will be a
nightmare with new development not just for those
attending the precinct, but also road commuters
using Victoria Rd and Constitution Rd.

I'm not sure
(votes)

After reducing TAFE's parking spaces to 200 (from
300 - to build the new building), adding 2500
students and 120 staff who are expected to catch
public transport is unrealistic.

Street parking is currently an issue, with all
non-zone / timed spaces taken by businesses and
TAFE students.

Need further detailing on how the local character,
heritage & engagement will be addressed.
The lack of planning for the last 10 years in
Meadowbank has left the community disappointed
and unsure about this new development.
Due to years of failed planning in Meadowbank
it is not possible to have a precinct of this size in
the suburb without further ruining the amenity for
residents.
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C-5 Email submissions
Sydney Water

Employment Precinct Owners Association

The MEEP Preliminary Master Plan identifies
potential impacts on the West Ryde Pumping
Station, therefore the site’s owner, Sydney Water,
sought ongoing consultation with Greater Sydney
Commission (The Commission) on the development
of the Master Plan.

This organisation considers that development of
the two components of the MEEP, Education and
Employment, need to proceed hand-in-hand, in
order to achieve the desired vision as proposed
in the MEEP Preliminary Master Plan. They
believe that rezoning of the existing industrial
area would be necessary to create a safe
and vibrant education precinct, as the current
volume of delivery trucks and heavy vehicles is
not compatible with over 2500 school children,
commuting along narrow residential streets.

Their submission noted the following:
• West Ryde Pumping Station is heritage listed
• Supplies water to over one million customers
• Site contains workplace accommodation and
laboratory facilities which are reaching the end of
their life
• Masterplanning work for this site has been
undertaken by Sydney Water, and is due to be
submitted to City of Ryde Council.
• In order for new facilities to be provided to replace
the aging infrastructure, a portion of the site,
identified as surplus to need, is to be considered
for sale, to fund construction.
• The MEEP Preliminary Master Plan indicates
proposed buildings in a section of the site (corner
of Victoria Rd and Hermitage Rd) that contains
critical Sydney Water assets, so construction in
this location would not be feasible.
• A report outlining the costs associated with the
relocation of all services on this site, as requested
by the Commission, is still pending.

Following is a brief summary of the issues raised
in their submission:
Victoria Rd:
• Widening of Victoria Rd would result in
substantial modifications to the current
businesses and residential properties, however
properties on the southern side have been
notified a number of times (in 1950 and 1991)
of the possibility of this occurring.

• This proposal included a multi-storey carpark
to cater for commuters and students, and is
considered a better location compared to that
indicated in the MEEP Preliminary Master
Plan (adjacent to the railway property at West
Ryde station).
• Sydney Water staff and services would need
to be relocated, could move to a purpose built
office and scientific services laboratory in the
employment precinct, Sydney Water site then
able to be re-purposed as open spaces and
built uses complimentary to the education
precinct.
MEEP Preliminary Master Plan:
• Sites within the employment precinct are
noted as zoned IN2, which allows for limited
FSR and building height.
• Amalgamation is considered key, when
combined with the low percentage of
workers residing in the area (9.1%), sizeable
development would be required to justify the
improvement in the available public transport.

• Majority of properties in this area are industrial,
which would need to be rezoned and relocated
to realise the MEEP vision, so widening to the
southern side of the road is preferable.

• Request that the Master Plan support the
rezoning of the employment precinct to B4
Mixed Use, to accommodate appropriately
scaled development.

Sydney Water Site:

• Further consideration is requested for the
provision of student accommodation to cater
for a largely international student population.

• The MEEP Preliminary Master Plan does not
recognise the heritage significance of the
Sydney Water site.
• A previous submission, made by the HEP
owners, to Council, recommended that the site
be utilised as extra amenities for the education
precinct.

Investment in the area:
• Type of current uses in the industrial section of
the precinct (smash repairs, vehicle repairs) not
suited to the current requirements of a vibrant
community.
• MEEP Master Plan should include additional
educational facilities such as OOSH, indoor play
centres etc.
• A number of roads, (Hermitage Rd, Rhodes St
and Mellor St) would need to be widened to
accommodate proposed traffic volumes.
• Easier to accomplish if smaller internal roads
were unnecessary for vehicular access.
• Allow for school bus pick-ups and drop-offs and
could accommodate the proposed V-line bus
service.
• Parramatta light rail is currently proposed to
extend to Melrose Park, then connect over the
Parramatta River to Wentworth Point. An alternate
route could travel along the Parramatta River
foreshore, pass under the vehicle and rail bridges
to then turn north and service TAFE, schools, the
Precinct and Shepherds Bay and then connect to
the Meadowbank ferry wharf.

• Students and residents could work, live and
play within the precinct
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C-6 Comments from the City of Ryde
The City of Ryde submitted their comments and
responses to the traffic report by GTA Consultants.
From the list of consolidated comments the ones
relevant to the Meadowbank Education and
Employment Precinct Preliminary Master Plan have
been included here:

Additional east-west access across the rail line
via a pedestrian tunnel or a bridge is supported
by Council as it will improve the access from
the western side of the railway line, alleviating
demands on some of the busy streets, and expand
the walking catchment for the Precinct encouraging
more residents to walk to the schools.
Bowden St / Squire St intersection upgrade
needs careful consideration, given the proximity
of the intersection with Macpherson St and the
differences in north bound and south bound traffic
volumes on Bowden St during peak hours.
Upgrade of Bowden St / Constitution Rd
intersection to traffic signals is supported by
Council.
Council considers that traffic volumes will be
significantly higher with respect to car usage for
those accessing the new Meadowbank Schools
and TAFE, and thus improved infrastructure is
required to address the increased traffic needs.
The proposed bus access route to Macpherson
St and Rhodes St needs careful consideration as
it would be impacted by vehicles (waiting to turn
right on Victoria Rd) queueing back on Bowden St
from the lights at Victoria St.
Council is concerned about the lack of additional
parking shown in the Preliminary Master Plan,
considering the large influx of students, teachers,
visitors & residents to the area, and the loss
of street parking with the street improvement
initiatives.
The Preliminary Master Plan identifies number
potential projects to improve accessibility. Whilst
the potential projects are subject to further
consideration and funding, it is vital to identify a
list of key infrastructure works that needs to be
completed prior to the opening of the schools.

The Master Plan also identifies pedestrian and
cyclist routes to the school, however, currently
there are no designated cycle paths along the
streets. There needs to be a precinct-wide
assessment of safe crossing facilities undertaken
for both pedestrians and cyclists.
Council does not support the proposed pedestrian
crossing on the Rhodes St bend on safety grounds
as shown in the Master Plan. The proposed
pedestrian crossing on Macpherson St would not
only utilise significant on-street parking but will also
require the proposed high school bus zones to be
relocated to the east.

To encourage community access to the outdoor
recreational facilities within school grounds, the
threshold treatment between the public domain
and external school grounds should facilitate
community use, and reduce the barrier (with
improved fencing) so that the public feels welcome
to utilise the recreational assets.
To establish the suitability of any new traffic
facilities (including intersections and crossings),
a pedestrian count and road safety audit will be
required to be undertaken.

The significant increase in walking and cycling
demand generated by the Meadowbank Education
and Employment Precinct will require provision of
additional pedestrian refuge facilities. To improve
pedestrian connectivity, pedestrian refuge will be
provided at the following locations:
• See Street, south of Macpherson Street
• Bowden Street, between Squire Street and
Thorn Street.
The increase in traffic in the area will increase
the reliance on See Street and Angas Street as
local traffic seeks alternative routes to access/
egress the Meadowbank area. To facilitate the
expected additional traffic demand, See St / Angas
St intersection is proposed to be upgraded to a
roundabout.
Council supports the idea of a proposed north/
south, suitably illuminated shared user path that
crosses through the TAFE and the school sites and
is accessible to the community 24 hours, 7 days
per week.
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